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Podcas'ng can be a great way to engage with your audience, drive traffic to 

your website and promote your products and services. If you’ve ever 

thought about star'ng a podcast but don’t know where to start, Yaro has 

created Power Podcas9ng: a step-by-step training program that teaches you: 

• The basic technical tools you need to start podcas9ng FAST 

• How to refine the strategic purpose behind your podcast by becoming 

clear about what you want it to do for your business 

• How to conduct a ‘Podcast Launch’ so you can make a big splash 

when you first publish your podcast 

• The 10 step process for crea'ng a powerful storytelling interview 

• How to NOT be dependent on iTunes for your podcast traffic growth 

by tapping into other powerful referral traffic sources 

• Three different op'ons for charging money for podcast content, and 

what op'on I recommend you focus on. 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Hello this is Yaro and welcome to the Entrepreneur's Journey podcast. Today's 
guest is Gideon Shalwick. 

In today's episode, I have something a liRle bit different for you. Normally, the 
EJ podcast focuses on people who are bloggers or content creators who then 
sell their own digital teaching products. 

Today, my guest Gideon, who is a great friend of mine for many, many years is 
going to share the story behind his two businesses that represent the 
Services Arbitrage business model which simply put, means that businesses 
that sell services online and as you're going to hear, they use some soTware 
but they're also very much powered by human beings. So, Services Arbitrage 
basically means you're hiring other people to deliver services for you and 
then, you're selling those services as the value your business provides.  

I actually released a course recently inside my Laptop Lifestyle Academy on 
this business model where I explain how I did it with an essay edi'ng 
business, and I thought it would be fantas'c for Gideon to come on the show 
today and talk about how he has built, in fact, a mul'million-dollar business 
now around Services Arbitrage. You're going to hear two examples, two great 
stories of how geVng started these businesses and how they're currently 
running today. 
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If you haven't already done so, make sure you go to InterviewsClub.com and 
sign up to the email list. That way you're going to get an email every 'me I 
release a new interview like this one with Gideon. So, to make sure you're one 
of the first people to receive these interviews as soon as they're released, go 
to InterviewsClub.com.  

Now, here is Gideon Shalwick. 

YARO: Hi this is Yaro Starak, and I have possibly the longest termed 
entrepreneur friend on the line with me. I was trying to think if there was 
anyone else I've known longer in the entrepreneur internet marke'ng space. 
There might be a couple of people who are preRy close to my guest, but 
definitely, I want to call you my oldest friend. We've got a long rela'onship 
online. 

But, my guest today is Mr. Gideon Shalwick who today, I guess I'm going to 
say you're from Veeroll, that's probably how I should introduce you. Is that 
correct, Gideon? 

GIDEON: Yes, that sounds good, Yaro.  

YARO: There's such a back catalogue now I can talk about with you as an 
introduc'on, Obviously, I met you when you were being a pioneer in video 
marke'ng and that was way back when the technology wasn't so easy and 
you were making it work and then, we combined forces to do the Become a 
Blogger project which turned out to be a million dollar selling course, and 
then, you went on to another YouTube project or another video project with 
another mutual friend, JJ, doing the magic channel. Another business came 
out of that and then, you went to Splasheo, which is a business I'd like to talk 
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about today, and now, currently Veeroll, and those two in par'cular I really 
brought Gideon on for today's episode because he has tapped into a business 
model that I have used myself with a previous business before I was a 
blogger, before I was a podcaster, and Gideon's done tremendously well now 
with it.  

I'll introduce Services Arbitrage in a moment, but I just want to make sure, 
Gideon, did I forget anything that you've done [chuckle]? There are so many 
things now. 

GIDEON: Yes, man. You forgot a whole lot but we don't have enough 'me to 
talk about it all [laughter]. 

YARO: [Laughter] It's safe to say you well and truly have been living a Laptop 
Lifestyle and making a living from the internet business for many, many years 
now and you've done mul'ple millions online in mul'ple business formats, so 
what tons of experience to tap into. But, I'm excited because we're talking 
about what is fair to say, your most current knowledge, most recent business 
experience, your most profitable revenue-wise business, as well. 

But, just a bit of context for people before I ask Gideon some ques'ons, the 
purpose of today's podcast really is to look at the Services Arbitrage model 
and in par'cular this fantas'c case study that Gideon is going to talk about 
too almost, and what that is, if you never heard of that phrase, because it's 
not something I've actually talked about much on the podcast. This podcast 
predominantly focuses on blogging and before that range of entrepreneurial 
ac'vi'es, but now, this episode is focusing on something that… I know I've 
interviewed a few guests before who probably were using the business 
model, but I didn't call it Services Arbitrage and I think it's a nice way to 
basically introduce this concept, which simply means you start a business that 
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taps into services provided by other people. Essen'ally, you're connec'ng a 
customer base with a contractor consultant s'll depending and you'll see 
what Gideon's example can be even to deliver something that looks like 
soTware, but is actually being delivered by human beings on the backend. 

And, it can be all kinds of business models. I had a simple one, myself. I had 
an essay edi'ng company, but Gideon's example is quite different, so we're 
going to jump straight into, I think, the first example, Gideon with you 
because it's such a clear example of Services Arbitrage. Can you give us the 
background of how Splasheo came into existence? Where was the liRle spark 
into the idea in the very, very first place?  

GIDEON: Yes, really good ques'on, Yaro. As you said and men'oned in the 
introduc'on, I've been involved in quite a few businesses. Way back ten or 
eleven years ago, when I decided to become an entrepreneur, I was really 
keen on crea'ng something that had a few things that were important to me 
and that was as important for the business to have as well.  

That was one of them it had to be a loca'on-independent business. We really 
didn't want to be stuck in any par'cular area, physical area. So, it was really 
important.  

Another one was that it had to be leveragable and profitable, as well. And of 
course, another one also probably, most important was it had to be 
something that I actually really enjoyed, as well that I felt I could express my 
crea'vity. 

So, the first two business that I created were very much along those lines, but 
all of them, up un'l Splasheo, involved basically me and my brain for that 
business to work. I had to be present constantly for those businesses to work. 
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And, while they, in the middle of those criteria, there was one criteria that I 
didn't meet, that I only thought about later on, and that was that it also needs 
to be saleable en'ty that can func'on independently of me.  And, as an 
entrepreneur, that's a preRy important thing. A lot of us, especially at the 
beginning stages, one of our driving forces is freedom. So, while I was able to 
make a lot of money and build a nice profile with those beginning businesses, 
they didn't end up giving me as much freedom as I wanted because I couldn't 
just leave it for a year, or even six months or even three months because then 
income would drop of the business would start failing. 

The thing that brought us about was actually the birth of our first daughter, 
Lucy. It was a bit of work because when she was born, she came six, (oh no, 
what was it?) six weeks early? She was really early, totally unexpected for us. 
She came at the right 'me but it was earlier than we expected, let's put it that 
way. 

And, I was taken out of my work roll, and so, I couldn't really work in the 
business anymore. LiRle Lucy was in the, what they call the intensive care unit 
for babies. 

YARO: For premature birth? 

GIDEON: Yes, premature birth or whatever they call it.  

So, I was out of ac'on. I was thinking, "Hmm, this is not so good. My business 
is going to take a bit of a hit now." And also, thinking ahead, what if something 
actually happens to me in the future and there's my wife, she's bringing up 
Lucy, and now we've got two children actually, so there's two children to be 
bringing up. What happens if something happens to me? She's preRy busy 
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looking aTer kids at the moment, and we needed something that could 
func'on independently of us. 

And so, that's why we decided to launch into the Splasheo business that was 
truly more of a brand-based business rather than a personality-based 
business. And if you look at it, it's everything that's set up is in a way so that it 
can func'on independently of me. So, it's really met that criteria as well. 

YARO: How did the idea itself come into crea'on? First, you probably should 
explain what Splasheo is for those who don't know. 

GIDEON: Yes. 

YARO: But, it is very much linked to previous industry you're in with your 
other businesses, right? 

GIDEON: Absolutely, yes. Throughout my career, I've always just had this 
natural interest in video for the last decade or even since I was, I think when I 
was five, I remember watching a news program, a news episode and the 
anchor, this anchor lady, for some reason, she just appealed to me that the 
role that she had on TV, "I want to be a news anchor one day. I want to be on 
TV one day." That desire kicked in when I was about five. 

Since then, I've always had this interest in video and what it can do for me 
personally, but also being able to reach a wide audience. 

And so, when I started my career as an entrepreneur ten years ago, that's one 
of the first things I started doing. I started looking at video and to use that for 
reaching global audiences very quickly and very easily. The beginning was 
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really tough actually because technology was just really, really bad. But now, 
it's so, so easy. 

And so, everything I did really had a video component in it and that's why we 
connected the first 'me as well at Become a Blogger. If I remember right, you 
asked me to create the first ten videos for the Become a Blogger series, and 
that went really well. We had like 300,000 downloads before we actually 
launched, which is preRy awesome. 

But, just before Splasheo, there was actually another business that we 
created or that we were about to create. We called it Flick Desk. The idea was 
that we would create a business very similar to oDesk. That was called oDesk 
at the 'me. Now, it's called Upwork, but basically a freelancing kind of 
marketplace.  

But, instead of between all kinds of jobs and people looking for those jobs, or 
for the people to do the jobs, we said, "Let's just hone in just on video edi'ng 
and see what can happen there." 

So, me and a friend of mine, Nick McIntosh, we started that together and we 
probably worked on this for about, I can't remember, three months, six 
months? It turned out to be just really, really hard and much harder than we 
thought. At that point, Nick and I, Nick was traveling and things were not just 
going as well for Flick Desk, so we decided to change things up a bit, and so 
we created this business called Splasheo and I said, "Instead of trying to do 
everything for everybody, let's find something within that service that we 
could do for people that is much, much more narrow and it's something that 
we can just actually automate, as well."  
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I must give credit here to Wills Swayner, a common friend of ours, he 
introduced me to… (goodness gracious. I've just forgoRen the author and the 
book name now), but the book was all about produc'zing your service. You 
might remember the name, Yaro? I can't remember now. 

But anyway, that book was very instrumental, and it will probably pop into my 
head later on in the call, so stay tuned.  

It was all about looking at your service and going, "What is the most basic 
thing that you can take out of that service and just systemize that, maybe not 
automate it, but systemize it at least?" 

And so, that's exactly what rooted for Splasheo. We said, "Okay, well, we can 
do the intros. The intros looked like something a lot of people want like a logo 
anima'on. Let's kick start with that and see what happens." 

That's was the beginning of it. 

YARO: So, just to clarify, Flick Desk was meant to be like an outsourcing 
connec'ng marketplace for all types of video produc'on work, was that the 
summary? 

GIDEON: Correct. We just tried to bite off way too much at that 'me and we 
realized that when we… It was a very difficult thing for us to pull off at the 
beginning. It's interes'ng, we looked at what happened later on, a year later, I 
just happened to be surfing the web on that space and I saw a number of 
other businesses essen'ally doing exactly the model of Flick Desk. Obviously, 
it was a model that was worthwhile pursuing but it was just too hard for us at 
that par'cular point. 
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We just wanted to simplify and that's the other thing. The further I go down 
in business, the more I appreciated the value of keeping it super simple and 
that 80-20 rule, what is the top 20% of things you can do that will give you 
80% of the results. 

Or, even more significant, what's the top 4% of things you can do that can 
give you 16 'mes the results of everything else? 

So, Splasheo was certainly down that path. 

YARO: So, you decided to narrow in on video intros, the liRle snippet of video 
that you might play at the start of your videos that you released on YouTube, 
almost like your branding or your theme with your logo. 

How do you put together the Splasheo service? Obviously, you built the 
website. Did you have a contractor ready to go to produce video intros like 
from day one and then, you went out and tried to get customers? How did 
this roll out as a beta test? 

GIDEON: At the beginning, the way we tasted it was with we actually had a 
very different offer back then. We did custom animated video intros for 
people, we call them Splasheos.  

These were like five seconds long, max. Normally, the shorter the beRer. You 
want to holler around three seconds on each, otherwise, it gets too long. 
Basically, all it was, we'd get the logo from our clients and then, we'd animate 
it with some fancy video anima'ons. We would have an animator in the 
Philippines that did that work for us.  
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We charged something like, I think it was US $500 dollars for that and it sold 
really well. 

YARO: Wow.  

GIDEON: We had a lot of people buying that but I s'll thought, "This is cool 
but it's s'll too hard," because it meant that either me or someone else had to 
speak to a client [chuckle] and being a Laptop Lifestyler, as you'd say and 
loving the loca'on-independent kind of businesses, I thought that how can 
we systemize this even more so that I wouldn't even have to talk to 
customers at all? That's when we decided to template a lot of our work and 
to sell the app with the templates so people could now select from a range of 
templates and just submit the logo. Then, we s'll had someone in the 
Philippines who did the work for us. 

Previously, it would take us about a week to get a job back and it would cost 
$500. Now, if you get a Splasheo, you can get your video intro done within a 
day or so. It's s'll a manual service. From day one, the ideas was to 
completely automate it with soTware, but I never quite got around to that to 
build a team. The reason was the automa'on of it never came a boRleneck in 
the business so why automate it if it's not a boRleneck? That was actually a 
really big lesson that you don't always have to automate everything with 
soTware. If it's not a boRleneck in most cases, not in all, but in most cases, if 
it's not a boRleneck, there is no need to spend hundreds of thousands of 
dollars to turn it into a soTware automa'on tool. 

YARO: Yes, I had the exact same experience with BeRer Edit. You look at a 
service and you see the human beings deliver it and you think, "Well, I could 
take even more out of this like remove more human func'on by having a 
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piece of soTware where people can enter details manually and the process 
can happen." 

I actually did start building it. I invested $3000 at the first phase of what 
would have been a $12,000 piece of soTware and once I reached that $3000 
at that point, I actually cancelled and said, "I'm going to spend $12,000 to 
turn what was already a nice and simple manual service just through emails 
and human beings to a much more complicated service using soTware." I was 
like, "This is crazy." 

Some'mes, having a human actually turns out to deliver beRer services 
because you get that human touch.  

But, I am curious, to go back with your $500 example, that must have been a 
much more customized type of video than what you produce today for 
people, right?  

GIDEON: Yes, absolutely. I think we even charge up to a thousand dollars for 
some, depending on what we had to do, but s'll, they were only like five 
seconds long, so not really long at all. But, yes, each one of those were 
completely custom, 100% unique, whereas with the templates, the anima'on 
is the same, depending on which template you take. 

What's beau'ful about even the templates, the way we set it up, is that if 
you're using your own logo and your own music, for example, you can s'll get 
a very unique look and feel out of the whole thing, so even with those 
templates, you s'll get something that looks unique to you. 

YARO: I love the progression of this. You went from a broad, generic 
outsourcing service then, you said, "Let's narrow in and simplify. We're going 
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to do intros." But, you're s'll doing customize intros, and you're kind of 
running an agency model with a higher price but there's a more complicated 
touch point needed from you as the owner. 

I guess, at some point, you might just stay at that track and hire someone to 
replace yourself as like the project manager or the client liaison person, right? 
But, you even thought,  well, we can take this further. Let's simplify more and 
take just a slice of what we already do and produc'ze it so that it's templated, 
and yes, there's a human component, but it doesn't require a lot of back and 
forths with the client. It's just, "Here's your op'ons. Pick them." And then, a 
human being over in the Philippines will make this video for you. 

So, just to summarize, I just think it's worth men'oning here, what a person 
does is they go to Splasheo.com I remember the first 'me I heard that, 
Gideon [chuckle], I was like "Splash Engine Op'miza'on" because I kept 
hearing C-SEO. 

GIDEON: [Laughter] Right. 

YARO: So, they go to the website and then, at the moment, I think I actually 
give away a free report at the start. Basically, if I was star'ng a YouTube 
channel and I wanted to create an intro to all my videos, I would go to 
Splasheo, buy a package, buy a template service, and I'd go to step by step 
choosing what music, what anima'on style, and upload my logo, I think 
there's a few other transi'on things you can choose, font maybe, and then, 
that data just gets submiRed in a form and a person in the Philippines 
downloads the logo, follow the instruc'ons from that form, puts it into the 
soTware, manually exports the logo, and then, sends it back via email, a 
download link to the client. Is that the summary of how it works? 
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GIDEON: PreRy much. It's a very, very simple business. 

I think the key thing to keep in mind here, whether you follow that process of 
something else, is that essen'ally, what you're trying to do is you're trying to 
remove risks and complica'on from the business. The risk and complica'on 
comes in whenever there is crea'vity required for delivering each new sale or 
new transac'on.  

Previously, with the one-off customized intros that we did for people, it was 
heavily dependent of having really, really good video editor on board. So, 
what happens if that video editor disappears or something happens, they're 
sick or something? Then, now I've got to find another video editor to help do 
that. 

It's not easy finding those sort of top-quality video editors around. It's really 
not easy especially for that high level that we were working at. That's quite a 
risky business model even though it can be quite profitable. It's risky but it's 
also complicated because there's a lot of toing and froing between you and 
the customer. A lot can happen. The more interac'ons there are, the more 
chance there are of doing something wrong, or upseVng someone or 
something breaking.  

You want to as far as possible, try and remove that and so, with our 
templated op'ons basically, we can get almost anybody to operate that for 
us, as long as they can use the right video edi'ng soTware. That didn't have 
to be crea've. It's like McDonald's. You look at McDonald's. You can almost 
get anybody off the street to come in to work in a McDonald's store,  
McDonald's restaurant. All they need to learn is how to drive the system. 
There's no crea've part. They don't have to become crea've on how to make 
a Big Mac. The crea'vity has already been taken care of for them. They just 
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drive the system. There's hardly any crea'vity in that process. I think that, for 
this kind of business, I'm not saying this is the ul'mate kind of business 
model, but for this kind of business, which is a very… It's the kind of business 
that can give you a lot of freedom, that's very important, automa'ng it to 
such a degree that you remove as much complica'on from the process and as 
much crea'vity from that --- You s'll need crea'vity in the business but you 
only need that for the setup phase. Once the system is running, there's not 
much crea'vity required for the workers doing the work. 

YARO: Right. I've got a couple of ques'ons for you about this business, 
Gideon, that I'm sure some of the listeners are thinking about. Let's start with 
the obvious one. Why do, because you've had this business now running on 
autopilot for a number of years, and as we talk now, there are services like 
Fiverr, and you men'oned before, oDesk became Upwork. There's a lot of 
these big marketplaces where people can buy things and certainly buy video 
intro, why is it that you have a steady customer pace? How did you pull that 
off when there's all these other op'ons? 

GIDEON: [Chuckle] Really good ques'on, Yaro. Some'mes, I wonder about 
the answer [chuckle]. Luck? 

I think we probably got in at the right 'me. We were on the right place at the 
right 'me with the right offer. That was definitely part of it, so I guess that 
you could call that luck or the harder you work, the luckier you get, that sort 
of thing. As we heard, preceding this business, I was working in the industry 
for six years or so. It wasn't complete luck but it was taking ac'on within that 
space. I think that gave us a bit of a head start. 

I think there's something else that is unique, maybe, about our business and 
in most businesses that become more of a compe''ve industry, this sort of 
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thing happens. Everyone becomes the same and you got to find a way to look 
and feel and appear unique. 

The best way that we've been able to be unique in a way is to treat every 
single customer of ours with a unique experience. That just basically means 
that we do s'll have some human interac'on there with each and every 
customer. 

For example, when someone comes through in Splasheo and they want to get 
an intro done, yes, most of it is systemized but we have real people looking at 
each and every job to make sure that the end result is just 100%. A lot of 
these things are very difficult to automate to perfec'on, and so what we end 
up doing is we give each customer the perfect thing that they wanted to buy 
in the first place.  

A few things happen with this. Number one, a refund rate is virtually zero. It's 
virtually zero. I can't actually remember the last 'me we got a refund request 
for any of our jobs which is fantas'c. It's wonderful. 

YARO: We should clarify, how much does it cost today? 

GIDEON: US $47 for an intro. 

YARO: It's fine if you don't want to answer this ques'on, but being a Services 
Arbitrage model, some of that goes to the person in the Philippines who does 
the work. 

GIDEON: Right. 

YARO: Can you give us the percentage roughly? What's your margin on this? 
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GIDEON: The margin is healthy. 

YARO: [Chuckle] Okay. Safe answer. Could you also, maybe as guest, a rough 
average, how much money do you think this business has done since it 
started now in terms of growth every year? 

GIDEON: I don't know. I haven't actually looked. The interes'ng thing about 
this business is that it's been on, from my point of view, on complete 
autopilot for the last, I don't even know, three years or so? I've been busy 
with Veeroll now for three years, so just probably about three years. 

What happened with Splasheo was that we were able to set it up to bring in  
decent a revenue. It was never like the kind of business that you might re're 
from but I think the only reason for that is because I stopped focusing on it. 
At one point, being an entrepreneur whatever, I got bored and I wanted to do 
the next thing. That was one reason. 

But, the other reason was I actually finally found a development team that 
could automate stuff for me and that was the birth of Veeroll. So, Veeroll was 
actually like an outcome of Splasheo. Splasheo was like the pre-runner for 
Veeroll, the start of revenue brand for that.  

Where was I going with this? 

YARO: Yes, before we talk about Veeroll,  I want to summarize a couple of 
things because I want to throw a thought at you regarding why people 
choose Splasheo. 
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I really do think that the specializa'on you chose to narrow in on turned 
Splasheo into something you could, just by looking at the website and 
possibly by how you found out about it because you did some clever 
influen'al marke'ng where you got Pat Flynn talking about it, and you got 
lots of other well-known people saying, "If you need a video intro, go to 
Splasheo." They're not saying, "Go find a random person on Fiverr," which is 
what the default answer is, but then you're dealing with all the ambiguity of 
who you're going to get, what's the quality going to be like. They probably do 
more custom work and you would specialize, template it, you did nothing but 
this job and you've got tes'monials, you've got this influencer endorsements. 

So, it's easy to see that you might be charging even a liRle bit more because 
it's probably a $10 job at Fiverr, but you're geVng a different level of quality 
plus all that trust that's coming from your website, and how they've learned 
about your service. I think that is probably more than anything, what's kept 
people choosing Splasheo over and over. It's like I'll buy from this service 
where I don't have to worry whether it's going to be good or not. I'm going to 
be happy with. And, your refund rate, the lack thereof, is probably another 
evidence of that situa'on. 

GIDEON: Yes, really good point, Yaro. 

When you think about the reason why a transac'on takes place, you need 
three key ingredients. One is you need the right audience or the right person. 
Second, you need to be making the right kind of offer to that person, which 
targets the right problem for them and offers the right solu'on for them, 
that's the second thing. The right person has the right offer.  
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But, that is s'll useless without the third ingredient which is trust. If you do 
not have enough trust in a rela'onship, then there can't be any kind of 
transac'on. 

That is simply something that we've been really strong on with Splasheo, 
using any kind of fulfillment wherever possible in our process but also just 
being around for so long. There's a lot of trust that's built in there. Something 
to be said about some other services like, I'm not sure where Fiverr is at these 
days, but certainly, when we were just star'ng out, a lot of people asked us 
about Fiverr and things with Fiverr, some'mes, you don't quite know where 
those anima'ons and music op'ons are coming from, that the person is 
using, and we know there's always the risk (I'll put it that way), I think Fiverr is 
a great service. I just want to get that straight out of the blocks. Fiverr is an 
amazing service but I think you've just got to be a liRle bit intelligent with 
how you work, with some of the workers did to make sure that whatever they 
are using for you, also doesn't get you into trouble when it comes to royalty-
free music and anima'on op'ons. 

With Splasheo, there's zero risk for that because all of our workers are 100% 
unique and unique to Splasheo and we pass that uniqueness and worthy-
free-ness onto our customers without any issues. 

The reason I am saying this is not to talk down on anybody else, but more to 
talk in terms of... The general lesson here is that it's a lesson of building trust. 
People know that they can come to Splasheo without the risk of geVng into 
trouble. That adds a lot to that trust equa'on. 

YARO: I have a few more ques'ons on Splasheo that I'd love to ask but I'm 
actually going to save them because I can ask you of them about both 
Splasheo and Veeroll at the same 'me.  
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How does Splasheo become the spawning point for Veeroll? 

GIDEON: How? One reason was boredom [chuckle]. I'm quite a crea've 
person. I can't sit s'll for too long. When it comes to crea'vity, I need to be 
working on crea've things all the 'me. 

With Splasheo, part of the, since it's a double-edged sword there. At the 
beginning, it was very crea've but once it was set up, there wasn't much 
crea'vity leT in the business. I needed another crea've outlet.  

And so, that was one reason. But also, I was really keen on having a 
development team to automate the soTware because I had quite a big vision 
for Splasheo. Splasheo was going to be the mul'-million dollar business that I 
was going to re're from and sell, or sell and then, re're. I never quite got 
there because I could never have the team to automate the templates and 
stuff like that. 

I just leT it there because about three and a half years ago, I met up with [JZ 
Bouglais?] from Singapore, a friend of mine who's French but he lives in 
Singapore. I no'ced that he had a preRy cool development team building a 
soTware at that 'me, and we just started talking. 

Before we, we actually met at the Tropical Think Tank with Chris Tucker and 
before that event, the ini'al idea for Veeroll came up, and I was going to do it 
through Splasheo, if I remember right, I was going to do it through Splasheo, 
but then, I met up with Jay-Z and I said, "Hey, why don't we team up together 
and create these video ads, these automated video ads for YouTube, we'd just 
start with YouTube." And Jay-Z had the team, I had the idea and we said, "This 
sounds cool. Let's do it."  
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But then, to keep things simple from a logis'cs point of view, we said, "Let's 
create a new brand. Let's create a whole new brand." And, that's how Veeroll 
came about. 

YARO:  So, let me just clarify then, your idea with Splasheo was video intros. 
And, you were thinking, "Well, that's just one liRle aspect of what people 
need for video. There's also the ads that people play at the beginning of the 
YouTube video, in the middle..." That's a massive opportunity because that's a 
growing marketplace, that's global. It's up against Facebook ads, Google ads. 
So, you had the idea, well, the same concepts, submit some details, get a 
person in the Philippines to create the video, that's where the outsourcing, 
the arbitrage happens in terms of the Services Arbitrage model, and it wasn't 
a big extension from what you were already doing. You just now, by the 
sounds of things, were more excited about geVng soTware to be more part 
of the equa'on than only using human automa'on. Is that right? 

GIDEON: Yes. Well, the real driver, the boRomline driver for all of this was 
that throughout my career as a video person, my number one frustra'on was 
video edi'ng. I just couldn't stand how long it would take and how 
complicated it would be. That was just painful because I just wanted to get 
these videos out. 

And so, I was always searching for a beRer way of doing it. The ul'mate 
dream, and it s'll is a dream, is to completely automate video produc'on so 
that you don't ever have to use any video edi'ng soTware. That's s'll the 
bigger dream. 

Flick Desk was that. Instead of automa'ng, you get people to do it for you, 
but then, Splasheo was the first step toward automa'ng that whole process. 
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Veeroll was the next step up but we were just honing in once again, going 
narrow with just video ads and so, just tackling that for now, and -- 

YARO: So, how did you build that business? 

GIDEON: How do we build it? 

YARO: Yes. 

GIDEON: In which way, the soTware or the market? 

YARO: Okay so, this is actually a ques'on I wanted to ask you about Splasheo 
but I was saving for Veeroll as well. Maybe you can explain it with the origin 
story of Veeroll here if you con'nue it because you launched a service and 
what do you do? You just emailed your list and say, "Hey, we now make video 
ads. Is it as simple as that and you have a way with customers coming at you? 
You used your exis'ng web designer to build the website? How did it all piece 
by piece come together?" 

GIDEON: Yes, so the interes'ng thing with Splasheo, and also with Veeroll 
was that I've never actually launched either of the two businesses. They were 
never officially launched. We did have releases but we never had like a 
tradi'onal launch where we had like a launch week and limited 'me offer 
type of thing where we had lots of other people promo'ng for us. 

YARO: How do you get customers, Gideon [chuckle]? That's the golden 
ques'on.  
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GIDEON:  With Splasheo, what happened there was I already had my exis'ng 
audience that I built up through... The business that you leT out in the 
introduc'on by the way was Rapid Video Blogging. 

YARO: Of course [chuckle]. Okay yes. 

GIDEON: I gained quite a decent following from that. All of them were 
interested in video marke'ng, video produc'on. Obviously, I used that to 
introduce people to the new company, Splasheo and that gave it a bit of a 
kick start and I had a few videos on my YouTube channel which was at the 
'me geVng some good traffic.  

And then, I also reached out to people like Pat Flynn and other influencers 
that gave me some good organic traffic. Interes'ng thing with Splasheo, I 
never launched it officially, and also I never had a content marke'ng plan or 
ac'vity there. There's no blog for Splasheo. There's no YouTube channel for 
Splasheo. 

YARO: Kind or ironic. 

GIDEON: It is ironic and the traffic just keeps on coming. I think it's just being 
at the right place and at the right 'me that that one came about. 

Veeroll on the other hand was a lot harder. We had to do a lot more work to 
keep get trac'on except at the 'me when I launched Veeroll, my exis'ng 
audiences were down a bit, but also, it was a different audience, a very 
different audience. People who buy intros are not the same kind of people 
who might necessarily want to run video ads and people who do video 
blogging are even less likely to run video ads because they do video blogging 
because it's perceived as free. It's organic free and a bit of it come as traffic. 
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Whereas video ads, you got to pay for it. So, it's a very different audience. We 
only realized that a bit later down the track. 

So, it was much harder to grow Veeroll at the beginning because we couldn't 
just send them to our exis'ng audiences because people wouldn't respond as 
much, and so we had to use different strategies to grow Veeroll compared to 
Splasheo. 

YARO: Like? 

GIDEON: One thing that worked really well for us in the first year, in the first 
calendar year of Veeroll, we made over a million dollars in our local currency. 
A big, big part of that revenue came from doing webinars, webinars in 
par'cular and having a special offer. 

In the first year, we sold life'me access plan to Veeroll for about $1,000 
which I s'll think, people who got that got a good deal, trust me, because 
they s'll get all the updates from the plavorm, any new soTware updates we 
have, they s'll get it, but then, they paid once, and we've had people and 
they know since that beginning. It's almost three years now. 

We used that. That gave us a really good cash flow for that beginning just to 
help us pay for stuff, build our team, pay for marke'ng, pay for ads. It worked 
really well but it was also a very tough year. Doing those promo'ons, it took a 
toll. There's no doubt about it. 

YARO: Because you were the one who lived the webinars over and over and 
over again, right? 
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GIDEON: Right. And, we probably could have done a lot beRer if there was 
someone else doing it because I was only doing like, I can't remember… We 
aimed for one a week but I don't think we ever got down to that. But, it's 
conceivable to think that if you've got a smooth process and someone is 
focusing on it, you can probably have two or three webinars a week if you've 
got the right joint venture partners on board. 

YARO: That's the hard part, right? Not just doing the webinar but geVng a 
new partner for every webinar. 

GIDEON: Oh yes. There's no way that I could have done it on my own. We 
had a JV manager join us, Gary Mc-- (goodness, I can't remember his surname 
now because I never see his surname). 

YARO: I think it's McDonough. 

GIDEON: McDonough? Yes, it's McDonough [laughter]. 

YARO: You had McDonalds mixed with McIntosh. 

GIDEON: Sorry [Garon], if you're listening to this. Oh Garon, now let me at 
least get his right surname, McDonough. 

YARO: Whose job was to go find partners? 
GIDEON: Right. And he already had some good networks to fill out. And so, 
he was fantas'c. He would just bring people in.  

That was good, but one key thing that I think that was important for us was 
that, that we realized only also aTerwards, you can see the stuff in retrospect, 
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was that the two things, the partners you get on board and also the people 
that they send you, are just cri'cal for your long-term success and also your 
happiness, cri'cal. And, I think one of the biggest lessons we learned was that 
we perhaps got the wrong people to promote for us at the beginning, and as 
a result, we also aRracted the wrong people into our business. 

So, two levels there. Some people who promoted for us ended up copying us 
in that par'cular crowd of-- It has nothing to do with [Garon]. It was just 
those individuals. These people, they were just the wrong people to share it 
with and that leaves a really bad taste in the mouth. I just couldn't believe it. 
It was a very draining 'me for us. 

The other thing that it did was it sent, because our offer was so good, we 
could, we were good at the marke'ng, good at sales, with the webinars and 
stuff, because the webinar model, it's easy to sell stuff. But, we ended up 
geVng people into the plavorm who weren't as qualified and as a result, they 
were massive, massive drain on our support system, our support team.  

We had to really… It's not like we could just leave people to say sorry. We 
really had to jump to the occasion and provide support for these people who 
didn't know what a video ad was. They didn't know what a landing page was. 
They didn't have any idea about persuasive language or how to… for the 
video ads, you just need to write five lines of text and basically hit a buRon, 
and then, five minutes later, you'll get a video. 

But, even just wri'ng these five lines of text, it turned out to be a massive 
challenge for our audience. And so, this put a massive drain on our support 
and once again, draining us as a founding team tremendously, so much to the 
point that we ended up burning out as a team. For a while there, we were 
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struggling a bit and we had to regroup. We had to really regroup and revisit 
how we wanted to grow the business. 

I'm really glad to say that we found a much beRer way now for growing the 
business that I think is a much more solid, long-term view of growing a 
business, too. 

YARO: Which is? 

GIDEON: How much 'me do you have [chuckle]? 

YARO: [Chuckle] Dude, you got to go. We got ten minutes leT according to 
the Gideon clock.  

GIDEON: Just get a whole new podcast episode in itself, I guess, but just 
quickly, another key mo'va'on for me for building Splasheo and also Veeroll 
was that ever since I did my own launches back in the day with joint venture 
partners, it was always a two-edged sword. It would be great to get that 
traffic and it would be a very profitable sort of traffic. But, it would always be 
the reciprocity with JV partners. You'd always feel like you've got to do 
something back for them. 

The other thing is that in the digital world, oTen the commissions were like 
50%. You immediately, when your launch, you lose 50% of your revenue. 

So, what if there was a beRer way where we didn't need to have joint venture 
partners to grow your business? You could keep 100% revenue to yourself 
and you don't have that stress of finding joint venture partners, and also 
managing those rela'onships and worrying about that reciprocity that gives 
credit through it like a launch presence.  
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I've been searching for lost the last decade for models where you're not so 
dependent on those joint venture rela'onships. I'm happy to say that the 
thing we're doing now is a much beRer way of doing it. 

What we have now is, the traffic we focus on is obviously paid traffic is a big 
part of our strategy. The organic thing is also a big part of that like guest 
pos'ngs has worked tremendously well for us, and we have had some partner 
or influencer rela'onships as well, but it's much different now. 

Whenever we think about a Joint Venture now, we think much more 
strategically. Instead of just a quick promo for our webinar, we think, "How 
can we partner strategically with this company and be very, very selec've 
with the companies. How can we partner with them? And perhaps, even 
integrate our soTware into their service or their service into ours or integrate 
our marke'ng into their marke'ng funnel.  

It's an ongoing rela'onship rather than just this one-off thing that happens 
once a year. We s'll do it but in a very different way. That's the traffic side 
which is just one of four main areas that we focus on now. 

Did you want to talk about those, as well? 

YARO: Well, at first I'll have to say I'm glad to hear that you now use video 
ads to promote your video ads service because [chuckle] that make sense. 

Let me just, because we do have, I feel like we got five more minutes here 
before you have to run off. Can I just ask you, I think the most important 
ques'on for the listeners here because we could con'nue to dissect every 
aspect of this business and Splasheo and everything like that.  
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What really maRers is a person who's listening to this and they are actually 
very keen on diving into the Services Arbitrage model, probably with manual 
automa'on first, and as you've demonstrated, you took something that looks 
like a soTware type service ini'ally with video crea'on, which it's hard to 
imagine that as something you can't do video crea'on without soTware but 
you can have another human being using the soTware who you hire and you 
run a business. 

So, if there's a person listening to this, they've got an idea for a service, it 
could be something more complicated, it could be something more simple, it 
could be something that's complicated now and you've demonstrated the 
need to make it simple through the story you share with us today, what do 
you believe are the first steps that need to happen especially given that 
maybe unlike yourself, Gideon, you had this built up audience and 
connec'ons and an email list and you were in this industry. So, there's a lot of 
disadvantages and that obviously make sense but there might be some 
people here who are with their first business, essen'ally, going to sell a 
service, how would you recommend they start? What's their minimal viable 
service test that you recommend? 

GIDEON: Yes, great ques'on. Certainly, the manual version would be the way 
to go. Don't try and automate or even systemize it at the beginning. Just keep 
it rough at the beginning and make those mistakes at the beginning and just 
see where those 'cking points are. 

But even just 'pping back a liRle bit to a higher level, I think there's three 
things you got to get right. A service arbitrage business is actually a 
tremendous business model for helping you get to that point where you get 
these three things right because in a way, what you're doing with the service 
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arbitrage services is essen'ally, you're seVng up a minimum viable product 
that there's a minimum viable thing that you can set up, that you can sell for a 
profit. It's not a complicated thing. It's just this most simple thing that you can 
sell that's a manual version of it. 

But, even for that, to make that work, you need these three things. You need 
to first make sure that you are talking to the right people, the right audience, 
the right target audience. Get that wrong, nothing else maRers. 

The next thing is you got to make sure that you're actually solving a problem 
for them and that is the right problem you're solving for them. For a while 
there, for Splasheo, and I think that's maybe part of the reason why it's never 
fully taken off to the degree that Veeroll has, is that yes, it does solve a 
problem for the right people, but it's not really the kind of problem that 
people leave loose sleepover like I can't imagine any video marketer waking 
up three o'clock in the morning going, "Oh! I don't have an intro for my video. 
I need somewhere to go and find it." [Chuckle] 

It's not a pressing pain that Splasheo solves. Even though it's the least 
successful business and it brings in passive income for us, it's slightly 
misaligned. So, we have the right audience perhaps, but do we have the right 
solu'on? Do we target the right problem?  

That's the first thing, the audience. Second thing is that you're targe'ng the 
right problem for them, and that you're actually solving the right problem for 
them, and then, the third thing is the actual solu'on. Does your solu'on 
completely or is as complete as possible with your minimum viable product 
solve that problem for your customer. 
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In the startup world, they have fancy names for these things. They call them 
things like audience to problem match. That's the first thing you look at. Do 
you have audience to problem match? Do you have the right audience and 
are you solving the right problem? That's the first thing. 

Once you got that, you go, "Okay now, do we have a problem to solu'on 
match? Are you solving the problem in a right way? "That's the other ques'on 
that that answers.  

And so, when you have those two things in place, then and only then do you 
start thinking about automa'ng and scaling because anything before that 
point, you're just going to be was'ng your 'me and your money.  

That's what's so beau'ful about the services arbitrage business because it 
doesn't cost you much to set it up at all. You can set up the basic version of it 
and it's a manual version, even if you got to do it yourself, who cares? You do 
it as a learning experience because later on, once you've got it mailed, 
because that's the thing. If it doesn't work, you can quickly change it. If that 
s'll doesn't work, you tweak it. Keep on tweaking it un'l you got the service-
based model effec've, so to speak. 

And then, you go, "Okay cool, now how do we systemize this? How do we 
automate it, and how do we scale it?" and not before that point. 

YARO: And, just a liRle addendum to that, how do you recommend to actually 
source a first customer? 

GIDEON: It depends on your exis'ng experience but… this is if you're totally 
new to the game? 
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YARO: Mm-hmm. Let's say you're going to deliver the service manually, or 
maybe it's with a contractor or maybe it's a do-it-yourself, and you want to 
test it to see whether there's demand for it like you just said. You want to test 
it to learn the match to the problem. You're not en'rely sure you're hiVng the 
nail on the head, so where do you find that first, second, and third customer 
to validate the idea? 

GIDEON: I think these days probably the best place to start is either with 
your family or friends or extending that, the people you know on Facebook. 
And a note, this is the sort of thing that you don't want to overdo because 
you could lose your friend, or family, with all due respect. 

But, I just had a session with someone else who's actually seVng up this very 
type of businesses, services arbitrage business and they were going, "Where 
do we get off first?" 

"Well, okay, let's have a look at how many Facebook followers you've got, let's 
look at how many Instagram followers you've got." Between these couples, 
between him and his wife, and then, I said, "Okay well, cool. There's already a 
few thousand people there that you can just introduce the idea to,"  and just 
see what happens.  

Not all of us are going to be targeted, of course, but at least they'll know you 
and they'll give it a go and some of them. 

From that, that might be enough to help you get started and probably the 
easiest next thing, not sure if it was the easiest but it's certainly the quickest if 
you can get your head around it. I used to start looking at some paid ads and 
you can do some really, really basic stuff very, very quickly on Facebook, now 
on Instagram as well, where you can get traffic. If you're seasoned, you can 
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set it all up within an hour. We're seVng up video ads within an hour, for 
example, the whole thing. From concept to video produc'on to the campaign 
and geVng traffic, all within the hour. That's really quick. 

But, if you're a liRle bit slower and you're new to this, maybe it will take you a 
day to set that up and start geVng traffic to your landing page. And then, 
later on, you can start doing the more influen'al stuff. We could team up with 
people to promote for you. 

But, that's where to start. Let's start with your immediate surrounding, the 
friends and network that you have, then look at paid ads. If you've got the 
guts for it, and then, the influen'al marke'ng would be the third way. 

YARO: You just said the word landing page before, so you're assuming, the 
way you present the offer here is just like a one pager to offer the basic 
version of your service to begin with? 

GIDEON: Yes, well you need to send people somewhere unless you can just 
talk to people and convert people over the phone, and that might be 
something you do, as well. You got to have some sort of a call to ac'on. You 
got to say to people, "Hey, I got this cool thing that I can help you with. Either 
(a), go to my website to find out more, or (b) give me a call, or (c) send me an 
email," or whatever it is. You need some sort of a call to ac'on to engage 
those people. Once you got them engaged, you take them through the 
process to sell them, or to warm up that rela'onship first, and then, to sell 
them into your product or service that you have available.  

YARO: Okay, Gideon, I think that's a great spot to end it on. There are some 
ac'ons there you can take. There's a whole story behind two services 
arbitrage businesses and one that I think even evolved beyond services 
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arbitrage to become a proper soTware startup which was s'll in throes of 
now a mul'million dollar soTware business. 

Let's give people the links for starters. What are the two most important 
website addresses we should share? 

GIDEON: I think Splasheo is a good one to go and have a look at. So, 
Splasheo.com. As you'll see, it's a very, very simple business. We haven't 
updated the website for many years [laughter]. To this day, it's s'll brings in 
passive income for us, well passive for me. We have one or two people 
working on it, but it's a very well-automated business, or well-systemized 
business, I should say. 

The other one is Veeroll.com and that's if you're interested in running video 
ads on YouTube and Facebook and Instagram, and you don't want to be 
crea'ng or edi'ng the videos yourself. We've got templates there that you 
can choose from, you stop and a freelancer takes it maybe upload a few 
images, hit a buRon and five minutes later, you got your video. 

YARO: Okay, fantas'c. Anything else you want to throw at us, Gideon before 
we wrap it up? 

GIDEON: No, I think this was great fun, Yaro. Thanks so much for having me 
on the call. I'm not sure if I've ever been on your podcast before but maybe I 
have [chuckle]. 

YARO: I was thinking about it. I know I interviewed you about, not at the 
podcast, but I definitely had you talking about video marke'ng in one of the 
programs along the lines, I can't remember which one it was, Blog 
Mastermind maybe. Anyway, there's been a few interviews but this is the first 
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probably public podcast, so welcome to the Entrepreneur's Journey podcast 
[chuckle]. 

GIDEON: Yes [chuckle]. Brilliant. So much fun. Thanks! 

YARO: Okay, everyone listening in, make sure you go and check out both of 
Gideon's websites just to learn more about what he does and what he talked 
about today, and of course, if you do want the show notes and any of the 
other details that went along like all the links, of course, will be there if you 
don't understand what we're saying. When we say Veeroll and Splasheo, you 
can find those links in my blog.  

The best way to find that is Google Yaro then hit the podcast tab and you'll 
find Gideon Shalwick's episode listed there.  

My name is Yaro. Thanks for listening to this episode I'll talk to you very soon. 

I hope you benefited from all the wisdom that Gideon delivered in that 
interview. He has had a lot of experience now with all kinds of different 
businesses. In par'cular, I hope you took a lot away from this type of 
business called services arbitrage that Gideon has created two businesses 
with, Splasheo and Veeroll. 

If you are interested in launching your own services arbitrage business and 
you'd like training from me, I have an en're short course on the services 
arbitrage business model where I take you behind the scenes of my essay 
edi'ng company which is actually the first business I ever earned a full-'me 
income from online. I teach you how to essen'ally set up a services arbitrage 
business, how to go through tes'ng and research process, and then how to 
automate your company just like I did, as well as how Gideon has done 
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especially with his Splasheo business example that can basically become a 
near-passive income stream. 

If you're interested in that, head to LaptopLifestyleAcademy.com and ideally, 
if you got the right 'ming, the academy will be open. If not, you can join my 
email list and I'll let you know as soon as the doors open to the Laptop 
Lifestyle Academy. That's where my Services Arbitrage course is delivered. It 
is just part of the overall membership inside the academy. That's Laptop 
Lifestyle Academy. 

Okay, I hope you enjoyed that interview. Thanks for listening. My name is 
Yaro and I'll talk to you on the very next EJ podcast. Bye. 
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LAUNCH, GROW AND PROFIT 
FROM YOUR OWN PODCAST 
USING THE ‘INTERVIEW 
STORY’ FORMULA 

 
Podcas'ng can be a great way to engage with your audience, drive traffic to 

your website and promote your products and services. If you’ve ever 

thought about star'ng a podcast but don’t know where to start, Yaro has 

created Power Podcas9ng: a step-by-step training program that teaches you: 

• The basic technical tools you need to start podcas9ng FAST 

• How to refine the strategic purpose behind your podcast by becoming 

clear about what you want it to do for your business 

• How to conduct a ‘Podcast Launch’ so you can make a big splash 

when you first publish your podcast 

• The 10 step process for crea'ng a powerful storytelling interview 

• How to NOT be dependent on iTunes for your podcast traffic growth 

by tapping into other powerful referral traffic sources 

• Three different op'ons for charging money for podcast content, and 

what op'on I recommend you focus on.
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